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Place reference resolution

• Two separate sub-problems:
• Recognizing place references in textual documents
• Resolving the recognized place references into unambiguous locations

• Related task: Document geolocation (not covered in my talk)



Many possible applications 
(e.g., in the humanities and the social sciences)

• Search within document collections according to geospatial constraints
• Geographic information retrieval, question answering, etc.

• Visualization of topics discussed within textual documents over maps
• Explore textual information with techniques from thematic cartography

• Spatial analysis leveraging information originally encoded in text
• Geographical text analysis based on collocations with places
• Methods from traditional spatial analysis (e.g., hotspot detection, clustering, etc.)



Challenges in language understanding

• Ambiguity in matching geographic names (geo/geo)
• Different places sharing the same name

• Dallas in Texas versus Dallas County in Alabama

• Ambiguity between geographic and non-geographic names (geo/non-geo)
• Places names that frequenty also have other non-geographic meanings

• Person named Charlotte versus Charlotte County in Virginia
• Not going to be addressed in this talk, given that this concerns place reference recognition

• Reference ambiguity
• Places can be refered to through different names 

• Names like Big Apple or New Amsterdam can both be used to refer to New York City

• Many other challenges not addressed in this talk
• References to approximate/vague locations (e.g., that use distance and/or direction qualifiers)



One approach to this problem

• Leverage existing named entity recognition tools to perform place reference 
recognition in the textual sources
• Pretrained Transformer encoder models (e.g., BERT) plus improvements (e.g., CRF layer)

• Neural models for representing recognized place references, plus surrounding 
context, and directly infering geospatial coordinates from the representations
• More traditional approach would involve matching text representations against entries in 

a gazetteer (i.e., a database associating place names to geospatial coordinates)

• Possible extensions, such as matching the textual context representations 
against external information (e.g., from Earth Observation products)



Overview

• Introduction
• Previous approaches
• A neural method for toponym resolution
• Results
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• Conclusions and future work



Heuristic methods

• Depend on gazetteers describing locations
• GeoNames, Wikidata, DBPedia, … and also specialized collections
• Associate place names to geospatial coordinates (plus other relevant attributes)

• Match place references in text against gazetteer entries (i.e., the candidates for disambiguation)
• String similarity metrics can be used in this context

• Use heuristics to decide which entry is the most likely match:
• Highest population density
• Accoring to frequency by which the reference matches the candidate place
• Promote spatial minimality
• Promote proximity towards non-ambiguous place references given in surrounding context
• Many other possibilities (e.g., one sense per discourse)

• Combination of heuristics manually defined through expert knowledge (and/or trial and error)



Feature-based supervised learning

• Model the task as a learning to rank problem
• Similar to more traditional general-domain entity linking systems

• Retrieve initial set of candidates from a gazetteer
• Represent each candidate through a set of descriptive features

• Similar to the scores provided by the heuristic methods
• Features intrinsic to the candidate (e.g., population density)
• Features measuring association between reference(+context) and the candidate

• Use a learned model to compute a matching score
• Models based on ensembles of decision trees are popular
• Choice of loss function is usually an important aspect to consider

• Rank candidates according to matching score (and optionally decide if NIL)



Geodesic grids and language models

• Approaches that bypass the need for a gazetteer, but that usually require larger amounts of 
annotated training data
• Text associated to geographic locations (e.g., from Wikipedia pages)
• Can better deal with incomplete gazetteers, approximate references, etc.

• Partition the study region into multiple (usually small) sub-divisions
• Use a regular geodesic grid
• Other partitionings are possible (e.g., quadtrees, overlapping areas, etc.)

• Build a language model for each region, with basis on the available training data
• E.g,, n-gram language models can be used

• Evaluate the text from the place reference (plus the context) with the language models
• Pick the region whose language model is more likely to generate the text for the candidate

• Optional: perform interpolation from regions that are most likely



Neural network approaches

• Model the problem as a learning to rank task:
• Match neural representations for reference+context and for candidates
• Similar to modern general entity linking systems
• Can use pre-trained Transformer encoder models (e.g., BERT) 

• Approaches that directly attempt to predict geospatial coordinates:
• Avoid the need for gazetteers (advantages of language modeling methods)
• We will discuss one method like this next!
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A neural toponym resolution method (1)

• Leverage state-of-the-art approaches for representing text
• Recurrent neural networks for summarizing sequences of text
• Pretrained contextual word embedding models (e.g., ELMo or BERT)

• Model the task as a supervised classification problem
• Assign place reference (plus the context) to a geospatial region
• Predict geospatial coordinates with basis on centroids for the regions
• Use geospatial proximity to complement the standard classification loss



A neural toponym resolution method (2)

• Issues related to building representations for text
• One can fine-tun ELMo/BERT models (instead of using as feature extractors)
• Method based on LSTMs is computationally less expensive
• Context windows are a possible parameter to tune

• Issues related to the geospatial partitioning of the study region
• Can use alternatives to a regular grid (e.g., quadtree partitioning)
• HEALPix regions provide interesting properties for large study areas

• Many possible alternatives!
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Datasets and metrics

• Several datasets have been used in previous studies
• War of the Rebellion (WOTR)
• Local-global-lexicon (LGL)
• SpatialML
• Alternative: Dataset from recent SemEval competition

• Compute distance between estimated coordinates and ground-truth
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Possible extensions

• Mining additional training data from Wikipedia
• Wikipedia pages associated to geospatial coordinates
• Explore links from Wikipedia text into pages with geospatial coordinates
• Easy to collect large amounts of (multilingual) data

• Leverage geophysical terrain properties
• Intuition: Context of place reference often discusses these properties
• Terrain elevation, land coverage, area occupied by water, etc.
• Collect a summary value (e.g., average) for each HEALPix region
• Same approach used to integrate proximity towards geospatial coordinates









Predicted versus ground-truth coordinates (1)



Predicted versus ground-truth coordinates (2)



Predicted versus ground-truth coordiantes (3)
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Conclusions

• What do you think of these ideas?

• Matching with gazetteers versus directly predicting geospatial coordinates?
• Depends on the application!

• Interest in using geophysical properties?
• Opens many possibilities in terms of multimodal data analysis!



Many possibilities for improvement

• Further tests with extension related to geophysical properties

• Fine-tune large Transformer models (instead of using them as feature extractors)

• Replace regular grid supporting the classification task
• Use non-uniform approach based on quadtrees
• Use multiple overlapping partitions (and multiple classification outputs)

• Predict regions instead of coodinates for point locations

• Interpretability and better handling vague/approximate place references


